We consider a queuing system with a workload-dependent service rate+ We specifically assume that the service rate is first increasing and then decreasing as a function of the amount of work+ The latter qualitative behavior is quite common in practical situations, such as production systems+ The admission of work into the system is controlled by a policy for accepting or rejecting jobs, depending on the state of the system+ We seek an admission control policy that maximizes the longrun throughput+ Under certain conditions, we show that a threshold policy is optimal, and we derive a criterion for determining the optimal threshold value+ *This work was done while the author was affiliated with the
INTRODUCTION
Queuing systems with state-dependent rates occur in many practical situations+ A specific example concerns production systems where the productivity of the shop floor personnel depends on the level of work-in-process~workload!+ In particular, the productivity~i+e+, the speed of the server! first increases when the workload is low until a certain optimum is attained and then decreases when the system reaches overload~caused by, e+g+, stress factors!; see, for instance, @3,10#+ The latter qualitative behavior is quite characteristic of efficiency patterns observed in many practical scenarios+
In this article we consider an M0G01 queue with a service rate that is first increasing and then decreasing as a function of the workload+ We assume that the speed of the server is intrinsically determined by the workload and the system characteristics and thus cannot be directly controlled+ However, there is an admission policy to control the amount of work present+ Depending on the state of the system, arriving customers might be either accepted or rejected, or, equivalently, the facility might be either open or closed for potential customers+ The aim of this article is to find the admission policy that maximizes the long-run throughput+ In particular, under some assumption, we show that a threshold policy is optimal and give an intuitively appealing expression for the optimal threshold value+
The above-described M0G01 queue with admission control may be modeled as a semi-Markov decision process~MDP!+ Most of the theory on MDPs concerns models with finite or countable state spaces+ Because in the present queuing model both the admission policy and the service speed depend on the workload, we are dealing with an MDP with uncountable state space @0,`!; see, for instance, @11,12,14# for some general MDPs with infinite state spaces+ To derive structural properties of the optimal policy, a commonly used approach in MDPs is the construction of value functions that possess certain concavity properties+ Because the value functions in our model typically do not exhibit such behavior, we apply samplepath techniques to compare different policies+ An interesting study showing several similarities with our model is @7#+ In @7#, the author considers an M0G01 queuing system with continuous-time arrival control and a fixed reward rate R when the server is busy and holding cost rate cx when the workload is x+ Hence, such an M0G01 queue can also be modeled as an MDP with the admission control depending on the system state and the state space is infinite @0,`!+ Using sample-path arguments and general theory on continuoustime MDPs developed in @6#, the author proves the average-cost optimality of threshold policies+
Another branch of single-server queues with uncountable state spaces concerns M0G01 queues with service control+ Specifically, the service speed can be continuously adapted based on the residual amount of work+ In @5#, the service speed equals r 1 when the workload is less than some fixed level K and equals r 2 when the workload exceeds K+ Under some fairly general cost functions, the author determines the optimal switching level K+ In @8,15#, the server works at constant speed, but can be switched on and off+ The cost function includes holding cost and switching cost for turning the server on+ The average-cost optimality of D policies is shown in @8,15#+ In D policies, the server is turned off only when the system becomes empty~while the server was on! and the server is turned on only when the workload exceeds level D~and the server was off !+ This article is organized as follows+ We give a detailed model description and several representations of the throughput in Section 2+ In Section 3 the optimality of threshold policies under Assumption 2+1~see Section 2! is shown+ A criterion for the optimal threshold value is derived in Section 4+ In Section 5 we present several examples of~combinations of ! service speed functions and service requirement distributions satisfying Assumption 2+1+ We explicitly determine the optimal threshold value and corresponding throughput in Section 6 for some special cases+ Some concluding remarks and suggestions for further research are given in Section 7+
MODEL DESCRIPTION
We consider an M0G01 queue with a workload-dependent service rate+ The customers~or jobs! arrive according to a Poisson process of rate l+ The service requirement of the nth customer is B n , n ϭ 1,2, + + + , where the B n are assumed to be independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! copies of a random variable B with distribution B~{! and mean b+ We also assume that the sequences of interarrival intervals and service requirements are independent+
The server works at a rate that depends on the amount of work in the system as described by some function r~{!; that is, the service rate is r~x! when the amount of work is x+ As in @1,2,9#, we assume that r~0! ϭ 0 and that r~{! is strictly positive and left-continuous and has a right limit on~0,`!+ In addition, we specifically focus on the case that r~{! is increasing on~0, r max # and decreasing on~r max ,`! for some r max Ն 0+
The admission of work into the system is governed by a control policy that prescribes whether arriving customers are accepted or rejected, depending on the state of the system+ We assume that the service requirement of a customer only becomes known after the acceptance decision; see Section 7 for a further discussion+ Thus, the admission control policy might equivalently be interpreted as a rule for closing or opening access to the system+ We seek an admission control policy that maximizes the long-run throughput+ The long-run throughput under policy p is defined as For now, we restrict the attention to the class of stationary and deterministic policies that base their actions on the current amount of work in the system only+ For a given policy p, we use p~x! ϭ 1 to denote that it accepts a customer that arrives when the workload equals x and write p~x! ϭ 0 otherwise+ Later we will show that the found optimal policy is in fact optimal within a broader class that includes nonstationary and randomized policies as well+ Let V t p be the workload at time t and let W n p be the workload just before the nth arrival epoch+ Denote by V p and W p the random variables with the corresponding steady-state distributions, if they exist, and let v p~{ ! be the density of V p + We first consider the case lb Ͻ r`, with r`:ϭ lim xr`r~x !+ In that case, the system remains stable under the greedy policy that always accepts customers+ Thus, the throughput achieved under the latter policy equals lb, which is optimal, since the maximum achievable long-run throughput is bounded by the offered traffic load+
In the remainder of the article we focus on the case lb Ͼ r`+~The boundary case lb ϭ r`is rather delicate, and a full analysis is beyond the scope of the present article+! In that case, the system is unstable under the greedy policy that always accepts customers+ Henceforth, we restrict the attention to policies p such that p~x! ϭ 0 for all x Ͼ M for some large M, which ensures the existence of the steadystate workload distribution+ Even though the policy that always accepts customers might continue to be optimal, the maximum achievable throughput can be approached arbitrarily close for sufficiently large M+ Since the steady-state workload distribution exists, the throughput TH p under policy p as defined earlier might in fact be expressed in several alternative ways+ Observing that B
p~0
, t ! ϭ * 0 t r~V u p ! du, the throughput can be equivalently written as
Invoking the further identity relation~with A p~0 , t ! denoting the amount of work accepted during @0, t # under policy p!
and noting that V t p 0t r 0 as t r`, we observe that the throughput can also be expressed as
where N
, t ! denotes the number of accepted customers during @0, t # under policy p+ Using the PASTA property, the above expression can be further rewritten as
Finally, we introduce some additional notation+ Define
representing the time required for the system to empty in the absence of any arrivals, starting from workload x+ In order to avoid technicalities, we assume that R~x! Ͻ`for all x Ͼ 0, as in @9#+ Moreover, we assume that
The latter condition only rules out cases where the workload process is being absorbed in some positive workload level and is satisfied if, for instance, r`Ͼ 0 or if B has finite support+ Further, define
representing the expected time required for the system to return to workload x after a customer has been accepted, in the absence of any further arrivals+ In the remainder of the article, we make the following assumption with regard to Z~x!+ Assumption 2.1: There exists some z min Ն 0 such that Z~x! is decreasing on @0, z min # and increasing on @z min ,`!+
The above assumption is satisfied for a wide class of M0G01-type models with workload-dependent service rates+ We give several illustrative examples in Section 5+
To provide some intuition, suppose that the system operates according to the last-come first-served preemptive-resume~LCFS-PR! discipline, which does not affect the workload process in any way+ With that view in mind, Z~x! might be thought of as the expected service time of a customer that arrives when the workload equals x, and z min represents the workload level at which arriving customers have the minimum expected service time+ Thus, from the LCFS-PR perspective, the direct reward of accepting customers is first increasing~on~0, z min # ! and then decreasing~on~z min ,`!!+ However, the decision to either accept or reject also affects future rewards~service times!+ In Section 3 insights from the LCFS-PR discipline are applied to show that the optimal policy has a threshold structure when Assumption 2+1 is satisfied+
OPTIMALITY OF THRESHOLD POLICIES
In the first part of this section we only consider stationary deterministic policies+ Since the actions of the admission control policy then only depend on the workload level x, we will also, for brevity, refer to the value of x as the state of the system+ An excursion from state x is then the period that starts with the acceptance of a customer in state x and ends with the first subsequent return to state x+ For conciseness, we will frequently write that a policy accepts0rejects in an interval @v, w# when it accepts0rejects customers that arrive when the workload is in the interval @v, w# + In the second part of this section we show that the found optimal policy is in fact optimal within a broader class that also includes nonstationary and randomized policies+ Define N p~x ! and T p~x ! as follows: Consider an arbitrary policy p that rejects in @x, x ϩ d# + Let p ' be a modified policy, which does the same as p except that it accepts in @x, x ϩ d# + Let G p~y ! be the expected number of excursions during a busy cycle that start from a workload level below y under policy p, which are not part of an excursion starting from a level z ʦ @x, y# , y Ն x+ Lemma 3.1: For some g ʦ~0,1!, we have
By @13, Thm+ 1#, the throughput under policy p can be equivalently expressed as
, where R p is the reward~i+e+, amount of work served! during a busy cycle and T p is the cycle length under policy p+ Consider a busy cycle and take an arbitrary sample path of the workload process $V t p ' , t Ն 0% under policy p ' + We construct a stochastic process Z V t by deleting the excursions from level y ʦ @x, x ϩ d# and pasting together the remaining parts+ First note that the residual interarrival time at a downcrossing of y is still exponential~see, e+g+, @1#!+ Now, it may be readily checked that Z V t and V t p have the same statistical properties+ Thus, for the expected number of accepted customers during a busy cycle under policy p
and, equivalently, for the expected duration of a busy cycle, we have (i) It is strictly optimal to reject in @v, w# n bN
Note that the inequality in~i! may hold with equality for some x ʦ @v, w#.
Proof: We first prove that
For some small d Ͼ 0 and y ʦ @x, x ϩ d# , we have
where R~x ϩ d! Ϫ R~y! is the time required to go from x ϩ d to y in the absence of any arrivals+ Similarly, as
Applying similar arguments to N p '~y ! then yields~3!+~Another way to see that~3! holds is to observe that the density dG p~{ ! is well defined+! The remainder of the proof is by contradiction+ For part~i!, assume that the strictly optimal policy p * rejects in @v, w# , but there is some interval~u, Proof: It is obvious that it is optimal to accept in an empty system+ Now assume that it is not optimal to accept in @0, z min # + Then there is some policy p such that
Take some arbitrary 0 Ͻ y Ͻ d+ In the proof, we compare N p~u * ! and T p~u * ! with N p~u * ϩ y! and T p~u * ϩ y!+ Using stochastic coupling, we show that bN p~u * ϩ y!0T p~u * ϩ y! can be written as a combination of bN p~u * !0T p~u * ! and possibly contributions from some additional excursions+ Since p is assumed to be optimal, both terms provide an average reward of at least TH * by Lemma 3+2~ii!+ By Lemma 3+2~i!, this contradicts the strict optimality of rejecting in~u * , u * ϩ d# , because the coupling holds for any y ʦ~0, d!+ For the first part in the stochastic coupling~i+e+, the part of the excursion from u * ϩ y related to bN p~u * !0T p~u * !!, observe that it follows from Assumption 2+1 that Z~u * ! Ն Z~u * ϩ y!, implying that the direct reward of accepting customers at level u * ϩ y is at least as high as the direct reward of accepting at level u * + For the second part, we use the fact that we only make additional excursions if they are advantageous+ First consider the expected duration of an excursion from level u * under policy p and the expected number of accepted customers during such an excursion~i+e+, N p~u * ! and T p~u * !!+ Let the first jump, initiating an excursion, occur at time 0 and observe that the workload level right after the first jump equals u * ϩ B~i+e+, V 0 ϩ p ϭ u * ϩ B!+ Note that the workload process attains local minima just before arrival instants at which customers are going to be accepted+ Using terminology of random walks, define a stopping time t s p :ϭ inf $t Ն 0 : V t p Յ u * %, an equivalent notion measured in the number of arrivals t p :ϭ inf $k Ն 0 : W k p Յ u * %, and a sequence of descending ladder epochs t p~1 ! Ͻ {{{ Ͻ t p~N ! Ͻ t p with corresponding descending ladder heights u
, and for n ϭ 2, + + + , N~if t p~1 ! Ͻ t p !, Figure 1a+ Using the above, we write Figure 1b for a typical realization!+ Observe that the residual interarrival time at a downcrossing of u * ϩ B is still exponential+ Hence, using stochastic coupling and the fact that W t p~N ! p Ͼ u * ϩ d, the descending ladder epochs can be divided into two sets:~i!
for n ϭ 1, + + + , N+ This coupling is illustrated in Figure 1~with N ϭ 2 and M ϭ 3!+ In this figure, the sample paths in the range of the solid arrow~i+e+, between @0, s# and @s ' , It s p # respectively! are identical+ Using the above arguments, we have
Since W It p~n ! p , n ϭ 1, + + + , M Ϫ N, are the workloads just before an arriving customer is accepted and p is the supposed optimal policy, Lemma 3+2 yields
Moreover, using~4! and~5! in addition to Assumption 2+1, we obtain where the second inequality relies on the fact that it is optimal to accept at level u
By Lemma 3+2 it cannot be strictly optimal to reject at level u
There exists a threshold policy that is optimal among the class of stationary deterministic policies.
Proof: It follows from Lemma 3+3 that it is optimal to accept when the workload is in @0, z min # + Suppose that a threshold policy is not optimal; that is, there exists some policy p that is strictly better than any threshold policy+ Let n p :ϭ * 0 max~p~x ϩ ! Ϫ p~x!,0! dx be the number of "gaps" of policy p~i+e+, the number of times p~{! switches from zero to one!+ Let p be an optimal policy, which is strictly better than any threshold policy, with the least number of gaps~i+e+, p ϭ arg min pʦP * n p , with P * the class of optimal policies!+ This implies that there is some u * Ͼ z min and
We note that gaps consisting of singular points can be removed+ Take some arbitrary 0 Ͻ y Ͻ d 1 + In the proof, we consider N p~u * ϩ y! and T p~u * ϩ y!+ Using the fact that it is optimal to accept in~u
we show that bN p~u * ϩ y!0T p~u * ϩ y! Ն TH *~c ontradicting the fact that p contains the least number of gaps among policies in P * !+ This follows from the fact that the direct reward of accepting at level u * ϩ y exceeds the reward of accepting at any level x Ͼ u * ϩ y+ Moreover, additional excursions are only made when they are advantageous+ Suppose that at time 0 an arriving customer with service requirement B is accepted when the workload equals u * ϩ y~i+e+, V 0 ϩ p ϭ u * ϩ y ϩ B!+ As in the proof of Lemma 3+3~see also Figure 1a, 
! Ն TH * since p is assumed to be an optimal policy+ Moreover, using a similar ladder height construction, it can be easily checked~in general! that
Hence, invoking Assumption 2+1 yields
Combining the above, we obtain bN p~u * ϩ y!0T p~u * ϩ y! Ն TH * for any y ʦ 0, d 1 !+ By Lemma 3+2, this contradicts the fact that policy p has the minimum number of gaps among the class of optimal policies P * + Ⅲ The ladder height construction in the proof of Theorem 3+1 allows us to generalize~10!:
Proposition 3.1: For the throughput during an excursion from level x, we have the following bounds:
Z~v! +
These bounds are especially natural from the perspective of the LCFS-PR discipline+ In that view, the proposition simply states that the throughput during an excursion from level x is at least the minimum~and at most the maximum! of one over the mean service time of accepting at any level above x if policy p is applied+ Remark 3.1: The proof of Theorem 3+1 crucially depends on the fact that Z~{! has only one local minimum~i+e+, Assumption 2+1!+ Suppose for the moment that Z~{! has L local minima+ Thus, Z~{! is decreasing on @z max k , z min k ! and increasing on @z min k , z max kϩ1 !, k ϭ 1, + + + , L, where z max 1 ϭ 0 and z max Lϩ1 ϭ`+ Similar to the proof of Lemma 3+3, we deduce that if p~x! ϭ 1 for some x ʦ @z max k , z min k !, then p~y! ϭ 1 for all y ʦ @x, z min k !~note that p~0! ϭ 1 and accepting is thus optimal in @0, z min 1 !!+ Also, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3+1 that if p~x! ϭ 1 for some x ʦ @z max L ,`!, then p~y! ϭ 1 for all y ʦ @z max L , x!+ However, the intervals @z min k , z max kϩ1 !, k ϭ 1, + + + , L Ϫ 1, are not covered by the proof+ In particular, the trade-off between direct and future rewards remains undecided there+ Theorem 3+1 shows that the threshold policy is optimal among the class of stationary and deterministic policies+ To prove that a~stationary and deterministic! threshold policy is also optimal within the broader class of policies considered in @13#, we use insights from this section to construct an appropriate~value! function satisfying @13, Thm+ 2#+ The class of policies in @13# consists of all measurable decision rules and includes nonstationary and nondeterministic policies+ Theorem 3.2: There exists a threshold policy that is optimal within the class of policies considered in [13] .
Proof: Let p be a threshold policy with threshold value x * that is optimal within the class of stationary and deterministic policies+ Now define n p~x ! and t p~x ! as follows: n p~x ! [ expected amount of work served in a period starting with workload level x until the end of the busy cycle under policy p+ t p~x ! [ expected length of a period starting with workload level x until the end of the busy cycle under policy p+
Consider E @ D f~x ϩ B!# and divide the busy cycle in two parts; first we have an excursion from state x followed by the remaining part of the cycle starting with a downcrossing of level x+ Hence~see also @7, Lemma 6+3#!,
where the N p~x ! Ϫ 1 stems from the fact that the arrival in state x is not counted in
where x is the state of the system just before a decision epoch+ By conditioning on the first arrival, we also obtain the following relationship between D f~{! and f~{!:
with R
Ϫ1~{
! the inverse function of R~{!; see for example, @1,2,9# for details+ Because p is assumed to be an optimal stationary deterministic policy, Lemma 3+2 yields that bN p~x ! Ϫ TH p T p~x ! is positive for x ʦ @0, x * ! and nonpositive for x ʦ @x * ,`!+ Using the above in addition to~11! and~12!, we obtain
Combining~11! with~13!, we can rewrite~14! as
Thus, the function f~{! satisfies the optimality equation for the average-cost criterion~i+e+ Eq+~3! in @13#!+ The theorem now follows directly from @13, Thm+ 2#+ Ⅲ
CRITERION FOR THE OPTIMAL THRESHOLD
In Section 3 we showed that if Assumption 2+1 is satisfied, a threshold policy is optimal+ The derivation of that result also suggested the following criterion for the optimal threshold:
where p S x denotes a threshold policy with parameter Sx+ The above criterion is intuitively appealing when we consider marginal arguments+ Informally speaking, the optimal threshold will be chosen such that the throughput just equals the expected reward of customers accepted in state Sx~which has reward b0Z~Sx!!+ Moreover, the above criterion allows us to deduce some properties of the optimal threshold value+ Using a similar construction as in~some of ! the proofs of Section 3, it can be shown that TH p S x is increasing as a function of l+~To see this, we note that a higher l yields additional arrivals that are only accepted if the resulting excursions are advantageous+! Because b0Z~Sx! is independent of l, we can directly conclude from~15! that the optimal threshold value is decreasing in l+ It can also easily be checked that the optimal threshold approaches z min as l r`+ This behavior of the optimal threshold reveals the typical trade-off between direct and future rewards; the upper bound for the throughput is attained by accepting customers in state z min , but the optimal policy anticipates decreasing arrival rates by starting to accept customers at increasing workload levels to compensate for the increased probability of reaching an empty system~where the server is idle!+ In the remainder of this section we use another method to derive a criterion for the optimal threshold value and give some properties of TH p S x as a function of Sx+ Moreover, when Z~{! does not satisfy Assumption 2+1, we show that a criterion similar to~15! holds for the optimal threshold value, which provides the optimal policy within the class of threshold policies+~Note that a threshold strategy might then not be optimal among the class of stationary and deterministic policies+! However, we start with the general form of the throughput under a threshold strategy with some fixed threshold Sx+ Observe that for fixed Sx, the workload under policy p S x has the same dynamics as an M0G01 queue with a general service rate and impatience of customers depending on the amount of work found upon arrival+ Under policy p S x the model is in fact a special case of the finite-buffer queue in @1#, with
where P~V p S x ϭ 0! follows from normalization:
Here the~iterated! kernels are defined as in @1,9#; that is, for 0
and K *~x ,0! :ϭ ( nϭ1 K n~x ,0!+ Using the representation in~1! for the throughput, we obtain
Note that Z~Sx! and TH p S x are continuous and differentiable functions of Sx+ In order to determine the optimal threshold, it is useful to consider the derivative of TH p S x with respect to Sx+ Lemma 4.1: For the derivative of TH
The proof is deferred to the Appendix+ Ⅲ Before we further discuss the optimal threshold criterion, we first derive some properties of TH p S x as a function of Sx+ As in Lemma 3+1, consider a policy p that does not accept in @a, b# and a modified policy p ' , which does the same as p except that p '~x ! ϭ 1 for x ʦ @a, b# + Then the throughput under policy p ' can be written as a convex combination of the throughput under policy p and the throughput due to excursions starting from levels in @a, b#~see Lemma 3+1!+ This relation is particularly useful in studying the relationship between TH Proof: Fix an arbitrary x ʦ~a, b# + Lemma 3+1 yields that, for g ʦ~0,1!,
From~i! and Proposition 3+1, we obtain bN p x~y !0T p x~y ! Յ b0Z~x! for every y ʦ @a, x# + Invoking~ii!, it trivially follows that
where the last step is due to~i!+ Now if~i! holds with strict inequality for some x ʦ @a, b# , then the second inequality of~20! is strict, whereas the first one is strict if~ii! holds with strict inequality+ The proof for the reversed signs is similar~use the lower bound in Proposition 3+1!+
Ⅲ
We now derive a criterion for the optimal threshold+ Let p th * denote the optimal threshold strategy+ Define the set A :ϭ $x Ն 0 : TH p x ϭ b0Z~x!% + Note that, in general, A is a collection of N disjoint closed intervals A i , i ϭ 1, + + + , N, where each interval can be a singleton+ However, if A i is not a singleton, then it follows directly from Lemma 4+2 that Z~{! is constant on A i + Proposition 4.1: If A is the empty set, then the greedy policy is optimal and TH p th
where the greedy policy is optimal when TH p th * ϭ r`and the optimal ( finite) threshold is given by any Sx ʦ arg max xʦA b0Z~x! otherwise.
Proof: For the threshold at zero we have
If A is the empty set, then we have from the continuity of Z~{! and TH 
ASSUMPTION ON Z (x)
Although Assumption 2+1 is quite natural, it involves the service-rate function as well as the distribution of the service requirement+ In this section we give some examples satisfying this assumption, assuming that r~{! is increasing on~0, r max # and decreasing on~r max ,`! for some r max Ն 0~as described in Section 2!+ We consider both cases with general service requirement distributions and cases with a wide class of service-rate functions+ In addition, we provide a natural example that does not have the desired properties+ This case reveals the strong dependence on both the service-rate function and the service requirement distribution+
To show that Assumption 2+1 is satisfied, we frequently use the derivative of Z~{!+ Interchanging derivative and sum in addition to some rewriting yields
For Assumption 2+1 to be satisfied, it remains to be shown that
Example 5.1: Suppose that r max ϭ 0~i+e+, r~{! is decreasing on the positive halfline!+ By definition, r~y! Ն r~x! for y Ͼ x, and it is readily seen that Assumption 2+1 is satisfied+ Also, z min ϭ 0 in this case+
, r max # , whereas E B @r~x ϩ B!# is decreasing on the same interval+ This directly yields the required property+ Example 5.3: Suppose that B~x! ϭ 1 Ϫ e Ϫµx , meaning that the service requirement is exponentially distributed+ Observe that r~x! Ϫ E B @r~x ϩ B!# Ն 0 for x Ն r max + Now take some arbitrary x and y, with 0 Ͻ x Ͻ y Յ r max + Conditioning on the service requirement in case a customer arrives at level x and using the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, we have
and, thus, 
In addition, assume that r`Ն r 1 + From the properties of r~{!, it is obvious that r~x! Ϫ E B @r~x ϩ B!# Յ 0 as x ʦ~0, a# and r~x! Ϫ E B @r~x ϩ B!# Ն 0 as x Ն r max + Hence, a Յ z min Յ r max + Now take arbitrary x, y, with a Յ x Ͻ y Յ r max + First consider the following:
where we used that r~{! is concave on @a, r max # and decreasing on @r max ,`! in the second step+ Using the above, we obtain
Hence, Assumption 2+1 is satisfied, with z min ϭ arg inf $h : r~h! Ն E B @r~h ϩ B!# %+ Finally, note that Example 5+1 is just a special case~take a ϭ r max ϭ 0!+ However, we believe that Example 5+1 is a natural special case, which admits an easy verification of Assumption 2+1+ Example 5.5: Here we provide an example for which Assumption 2+1 is not satisfied+ For simplicity, we choose specific values for some model parameters+ A slightly more general model could be constructed by leaving some parameters unspecified while leaving the structure unaltered+ Consider the following service rate function:
with Zh ϭ 2r max Ϫ a, implying that r~Zh! ϭ r 1 + Also, suppose that B ϭ a03 with probability 1 2 _ and B ϭ Zh Ϫ a03 with probability 1 2 _ , and take c Ͼ 3~r 1 Ϫ r 2 !0a+ After some calculations, we derive that dZ~x!0dx is strictly positive on~0, a03! and~~2a03! ϩ r 1 Ϫ r 2 !0c,~4a03! Ϫ~r 1 Ϫ r 2 !0c! and strictly negative on~a03,~2a03! ϩ~r 1 Ϫ r 2 !0c! and~~4a03! Ϫ~r 1 Ϫ r 2 !0c,`!+ Clearly, Z~{! has two local minima and Assumption 2+1 is not satisfied in this case+
SOME EXAMPLES
In general,~18! is suitable for a numerical calculation of the optimal threshold+ Also, the characteristics of TH
Two-Level Service Rate
Suppose that the service rate is specified as
where 0 Ͻ r 2 Ͻ r 1 + Define r i :ϭ lb0r i , i ϭ 1,2+ Because the service-rate function is decreasing, we obtain from Example 5+1 that Assumption 2+1 is satisfied and a threshold policy is thus optimal+ To determine the optimal threshold Sx, we derive from Corollary 4+2 that we only need to consider Sx Յ a+ Fix some Sx ʦ @0, a# + Using results of @1,9#, the stationary workload distribution can be easily reduced to a more tractable expression+ Let
be the stationary residual service requirement distribution with density h~{!+ For x Յ a, K~x, y! ϭ r 1 h~x Ϫ y! and it is well known that K *~x , y! ϭ ( nϭ1 r 1 n h n~x Ϫ y!, where h n~{ ! is the density of the n-fold convolution H n~{ !~see, e+g+, @1,9#!+ Now we determine the three elements on the right-hand side of~22! separately, after which we combine them to determine z~Sx!+ First consider lZ~Sx!+ Using the definitions of Z~{! and H~{!, respectively~2! and~23!, yields 
Remark 6.1: Note that W~{!0W~a! is the steady-state workload distribution in a finite dam with speed r 1 and buffer size a+ In the case r 1 Ͻ 1, it is an easy exercise to see that the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of W~{! provides the well-known Pollaczek-Khinchine formula+ If r 1 Ն 1, * 0 a W~x! dx is still finite and a steady-state workload distribution exists~see, e+g+, @9#!+ However, Cohen @4,5# describes a more elegant way to determine W~{! in that case+ Finally, the first term of~22!~i+e+, the inverse of the normalizing constant P~V p S x ϭ 0!!, is the most complicated one+ Using the expression for the steady-state workload density in addition to the above results, we derive for Sx Ͻ x Յ a, Solving z~Sx! ϭ 0 is thus remarkably simple in this case, since the variable Sx only appears in two of the exponents+ Summarizing, we conclude that the optimal policy is of the threshold type where the optimal threshold value is given by the solution of z~Sx! ϭ 0+ Moreover, TH * ϭ b0Z~Sx!, where lZ~Sx! is given in~30!+ Remark 6.2: It is easily checked that, in case N ϭ 1, the formula for z~Sx! indeed reduces to~28!+
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In the present article we considered the problem of optimal admission control in a system with a workload-dependent service rate+ We assumed that the service requirement only becomes known right after the decision to accept or reject jobs+ Our objective was to find a policy that maximizes the long-run throughput+ Under some assumptions~in particular, Assumption 2+1!, we showed that a threshold policy for accepting jobs is optimal and derived a criterion for the optimal threshold value+ We note that our main assumption~i+e+, Assumption 2+1! involves sufficient conditions for optimality of threshold policies+ An interesting subject for further research is to examine the structure of the optimal policy when Assumption 2+1 is not satisfied+ Moreover, there are various interesting model variations+ For instance, the analysis is significantly changed if information about the service requirement is available+ In that case, the decision will not only depend on the workload level but also on the size of the job, yielding a two-dimensional state space+ A characterization of the optimal policy in that model might be a subject of further study+ We note that a threshold policy will not be optimal in general+ However, in some special cases, such as for deterministic service requirements or decreasing service rate functions, the optimal policy continues to be of the threshold type+ Other model variations are systems where jobs can be partly accepted~or rejected!+ The simplest version concerns a model where an infinite amount of work becomes available at Poisson instants and the policy prescribes the amount of work to accept+ In some sense, this model is related to the case l r`in the model of the present article, which might be interpreted as an infinite supply of jobs and the policy prescribes the time to accept a new job+ More interesting are systems where the supply of work is bounded by the service requirements of arriving jobs and the decision is the amount of work to accept+ In that case, the state space is two dimensional and the action space is continuous+ The structure of the optimal policy in the latter model is also left for future investigation+
